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Transport and magnetic properties of La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 (LSMO) manganite thin films and bicrystal
junctions were investigated. Epitaxial manganite films were grown on SrTiO3, LaAlO3, NdGaO3
(NGO), and (LaAlO3)0.3þ (Sr2AlTaO6)0.7 substrates, and their magnetic anisotropy were
determined by two independent techniques of magnetic resonance spectroscopy. It was
demonstrated that by using these techniques, a small (0.3%) anisotropy of crystal structure at the
(110) surface plane of the orthorhombic NGO substrate leads to uniaxial magnetic anisotropy of
the films in the plane of the substrate at least at the room temperature. It was found that on vicinal
NGO substrates, the value of magnetic anisotropy strength can be varied in the range 100–200Oe
at T ¼ 295 K by changing the substrate vicinal angle from 0 to 25. Measurement of the magnetic
anisotropy of manganite bicrystal junction demonstrated the presence of two ferromagnetic spin
subsystems for both types of bicrystal boundaries with tilting of basal plane of manganite tilted
bicrystal (TB-junction) and with rotation of crystallographic axes (RB-junction) used for
comparison. The magnetoresistance of TB-junctions increases with decreasing temperature and the
misorientation angle. Variation of bicrystal misorientation angle does not lead to change of
misorientation of easy magnetic axes in the film parts forming TB-junction. Analysis of the voltage
dependencies of bicrystal junction conductivity show that the low value of the magnetoresistance
for the LSMO bicrystal junctions can be caused by two scattering mechanisms. The first one is the
spin-flip of spin-polarized carriers due to the strong electron-electron interactions in a disordered
layer at the bicrystal boundary at low temperatures and the second one is spin-flip by
antiferromagnetic magnons at high temperatures.VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4802659]
I. INTRODUCTION
Ferromagnetic materials where the spin polarization
of carriers is close to 100% are attractive for use in basic
elements of spintronic devices, particularly in magnetic junc-
tions, where the manipulations are made not with charge but
with the spin state of the system.1–5 Rare-earth manganite
perovskites of the type Re1–xAxMnO3 (where Re is a rare-
earth element like La or Nd and A is an alkaline-earth metal
like Sr or Ca) exhibit a wide spectrum of unusual electrical
and magnetic properties, including nearly 100% spin polar-
ization and the colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) effect
(see reviews Refs. 1–4). In the manganite based magnetic
junctions, the record values of the magnetoresistance were
demonstrated and hence new strong effects caused by highly
spin-polarized injection could be expected (see, e.g., Ref. 6).
The properties of epitaxial manganite films used for
fabrication of magnetic junctions may differ substantially
from the properties of single crystals. As it was shown
earlier,2,3,7–14 the strain, arising in the epitaxial films due
to the mismatch with the substrate, is responsible for this
difference. It was demonstrated that the three-dimensional
compression of the manganite crystal lattice increases the
hopping probability amplitude within the double-exchange
model, which results in an increase of the Curie temperature
TC,
14 whereas biaxial distortions of the Jahn–Teller type lead
to an enhancement of electron localization and to a decrease
of the Curie temperature.7,8,13 The magnetic properties of
manganite films can be substantially affected by the phase
separation phenomena and the presence of a nonmagnetic
layer at the substrate–film interface.11 However, a number of
problems associated with the influence of the strain on the
magnetic properties of manganite films and magnetic junc-
tions3,4,7,8 as well as the influence of the substrate crystallo-
graphic symmetry on the magnetic anisotropy and Curie
temperature7,15 have remained unclear and require further
investigation.
It was found that in some manganites apart from the
cubic magnetic anisotropy induced by the crystal structure of
manganites, thin films exhibit a uniaxial in-plane anisotropy
which is significantly stronger than the cubic one at least at
room temperature.15–19 The uniaxial anisotropy is assumed
to be provoked by mechanical strain caused by the misfit
between the lattice parameters of the film and substrate
materials. The growth and magnetic properties of epitaxial
La1xSrxMnO3 (LSMO) films was studied in Ref. 15 for the
(110), (001), (100), and (010) orientated NdGaO3 (NGO)
substrate. For all NGO substrate orientations, in-planea)e-mail: demidov@ cplire.ru
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uniaxial magnetic anisotropy was observed at all tempera-
tures up to TC, which also was explained by misfit induced
stresses in the film. In the case of (001) SrTiO3 (STO) sub-
strates, an in-plane cubic anisotropy is typically observed.
However, when the substrate surface is cut so that there is a
small angle (0.13, 0.24) between the [001] direction and
the normal of the substrate surface, a uniaxial anisotropy in
the substrate plane was observed at room temperature. A pre-
dominant biaxial anisotropy was observed at liquid nitrogen
temperatures in LSMO films deposited on a (001) SrTiO3
substrate in which the (001) plane was tilted at an angle of
10 with respect to the substrate surface.19
The biaxial and uniaxial magnetic anisotropy in epitax-
ial (001)-oriented LSMO and L0,67Ca0,3MnO3 (LCMO) films
on substrates of STO, LaAlO3 (LAO), MgO, and buffered Si
(Si/YSZ) were measured by the torque magnetometry in the
range from T¼ 20 K to the room temperature in Ref. 18. It
was demonstrated that the cubic magnetic in-plane anisot-
ropy decreased strongly with increasing temperature, while a
uniaxial one stays constant or slightly decrease for these sub-
strates. Later, the increase of uniaxial magnetic out-of-plane
anisotropy with decreasing temperature was also shown for
LSMO/LAO films.18
Besides the study of the magnetic anisotropy in manga-
nite films, the magnetic junctions have been the subject of
intense research also.20–25 The fabrication of the manganite
magnetic junctions is complicated because of their high sen-
sitivity to both the degradation of the chemical composition
and the change of the electronic states near the interface.
One way to obtain the magnetic junction is to create a bicrys-
tal boundary in thin epitaxial films by epitaxial growth of
the film on a substrate consisting of two misoriented single
crystal pieces. Much attention has been paid to study the
manganite bicrystal junctions at the boundaries obtained in
epitaxial films grown on STO bicrystal substrates with a
rotation of the crystallographic axes of the manganites
around the normal to the plane of the substrate (Rotated
Bicrystal Junction—RB-junction).20–24 The resulting junc-
tions exhibited of several tens of percent tunnel magnetore-
sistance at fields below 1 kOe and its characteristic
resistance varies in a wide range depending on the quality of
bicrystal substrate boundary (107105 Xcm2). For exam-
ple, it was demonstrated that tunnel magnetoresistance was
increased with increasing of the misorientation angle from
0 to 45.24 The CMR and the anisotropic magnetoresistance
(AMR) of the junction can be neglected at such a high value
of tunneling magnetoresistance.
Previous studies of bicrystal junction made of cuprate
superconductors26,27 showed that the microstructure of the
boundary of the junction formed by rotation of crystallo-
graphic planes around the bicrystal boundary is significantly
improved as compared with RB-junction boundary. This
type of bicrystal boundaries has a low density of dislocations
in the boundary plane and has a better morphology of the
boundary.26 The first experiments carried out on
L0,67Ca0,3MnO3 Tilted Bicrystal (TB-junction) showed high
values of TMR (150%) with a rather large value of the resist-
ance of bicrystal boundaries—(3-5)105 Xcm2 (Refs. 27
and 28). At the same time, the magnetoresistance in
La1 xSrxMnO3 TB-junction was found to be only a few per-
cents and was comparable with the AMR contribution of
manganite films.28
The aim of this work is to study the magnetic and trans-
port properties of strained manganite films and manganite
bicrystal junctions. We mainly concentrate on the LSMO film
and bicrystal junction prepared on NGO substrate because
the magnetic in-plane uniaxial anisotropy is more favourable
for observation of higher magnetoresistance. Other substrates
like STO, LAO, and (LaAlO3)0.3þ(Sr2AlTaO6)0.7 (LSAT)
were studied as reference. Section II presents the technique
of fabrication and experimental methods we used in our
study. In Sec. III, we discuss the magnetic anisotropy of thin
LSMO films and present the results of measurements of mag-
netic parameters in bicrystal junctions. Section IV presents
the results of measurements of transport parameters of the
bicrystal junctions. A comparison of the parameters of bicrys-
tal RB-junctions with in-plane misoriented axes with bicrys-
tal TB-junctions is made. The contributions of the colossal
magnetoresistance and anisotropic magnetoresistance of the
films in bicrystal junctions are estimated. Section V provides
conclusions of the work.
II. SAMPLE FABRICATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
TECHNIQUE
A. Thin film growth and characterization
The epitaxial films of LSMO and LCMO with thickness
of 50-70 nm were grown by pulsed laser ablation at 750-
800 C and oxygen pressure 0.2-0.3 mbar.30 We fabricated
two sets of the films. First, we grew the films on tilted sub-
strates to obtain the controllable mechanical strain in the
films for the magnetic anisotropy study. Second, we grew the
films on the bicrystal substrates to study bicrystal magnetic
junctions. Most of the films were deposited on NGO sub-
strates, in which the crystallographic plane (110) NGO was
rotated around the [001] NGO by several fixed angles vary-
ing from 0 to 26. We use orthorhombic nomination for
NGO substrate as in Ref. 15. Moreover, we neglect ortho-
rhombicity for LSMO and LCMO and consider it as a cubic
material.2–4 To illustrate the effects of anisotropy induced by
the substrate material, we also used several LSMO films,
deposited on (001) LSAT, (001) LAO, and (001) STO sub-
strates. The bicrystal NGO substrates with the symmetric
rotation of (110) NGO planes around [110] NGO by the
angles 2h¼ 12, 22, 28, and 38 (see Fig. 1) were used for
fabrication of the TB-junctions. RB-junction with misorien-
tation angle 2h0  90 were prepared on the substrate where
the axes of (110) NGO plane are rotated around the normal
to the substrate. The crystallographic parameters of the films
and substrates were characterized using a 4-circle X-ray
diffractometer.30
The manganite films grown on NGO substrates have the
same epitaxial relationship for both LSMO and LCMO films.
We have the following relations: (001) LSMO//(110) NGO
and [100] LSMO//[110] NGO for the LSMO films. The
pseudocubic lattice constant for LSMO aLSMO¼ 0.388 nm
(for LCMO aLCMO¼ 0.3858 nm), while the lattice constants
of (110) NGO substrate (orthorhombic cell a¼ 0.5426 nm,
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b¼ 0.5502 nm, and c¼ 0.7706 nm) along the [001] and
[110] directions are equal to a[001]¼ 0.3853 nm and b[110]
¼ 0.3863 nm accordingly.30,31 We found by means of X-ray
diffractometry that the above mentioned epitaxial condition
for LSMO films are valid at least for miscut angles up to 28
for the substrates with tilted (110) NGO plane. The following
strain relations take place for (001) LCMO films having
smaller lattice parameters (a[001] < aLCMO < b[110]): a com-
pression along the [001] NGO and a tension along the [110]
NGO. For (001) LSMO film deposited on (110) NGO sub-
strate, the strain is compressive for both directions.
Bridges with a width of 6–8 lm crossing the bicrystal
boundary were formed by ion-beam etching using a photore-
sist mask (Fig. 1). All transport measurements were made by
using the four-point method with platinum or gold contact
pads. DC current flowing in the film plane was perpendicular
to the boundary, and the direction of the external magnetic
field was determined by two angles: the polar a and
azimuthal b (Fig. 1(a)).
B. Resonance microwave technique
Two independent methods, based on ferromagnetic reso-
nance absorption of electromagnetic radiation in the films,
were applied to determine the parameters of the magnetic
anisotropy. We used the electron spin resonance (ESR) spec-
trometer ER-200 Bruker (frequency 9.61 GHz) to obtain the
angular dependence of ESR spectra. The DC magnetic field
and the magnetic component of the RF field were directed
perpendicular to each other and remained in the plane of the
film during the rotation (so-called “the parallel configu-
ration”). The rotation was performed around an axis
perpendicular to the substrate plane. This technique elimi-
nates the change in signal due to thin film shape anisotropy
and allows us to measure the in-plane magnetic anisotropy
only. The relation between the frequency of the electromag-
netic radiation and the resonance magnetic field H0 of the
FMR can be expressed in analytical form31
x
c
 2
¼ 4pM0þH0þ2Ku
M0
cos2uuþ
2Kc
M0
1þcos22uc
2
 
 H0þ2Ku
M0
cos2uuþ
2Kc
M0
cos4uc
 
; (1)
where x is the angular frequency, c is the gyromagnetic
ratio, M0 is the equilibrium magnetization per unit volume,
uu and uc are the angles between the external magnetic field
and the in-plane easy axes of uniaxial and cubic anisotropy,
respectively, and Ku and Kc determine the uniaxial anisot-
ropy field Hu ¼ 2Ku=M0 and the cubic anisotropy field
Hc ¼ 2Kc=M0, correspondingly.31
The spin-dependent transport in the bicrystal junctions
uses a much smaller external magnetic fields than one is
required to observe the FMR spectra at X-band (DC mag-
netic field is around 3 kOe). Therefore, we used the second
method in the work that was based on the significant increase
of the static magnetic susceptibility v0 in a ferromagnetic
with uniaxial anisotropy. In this case, the external magnetic
field should be oriented along the hard axis and varied in
vicinity of the uniaxial anisotropy field value. The field
dependence of the static magnetic susceptibility in uniaxial
ferromagnetic films has a sharp peak in vicinity of Hu,
when the external field is directed along the hard axis of
magnetization.32,33 Consequently, it is possible to obtain a
direction and a value of the uniaxial anisotropy field by re-
cording the sharp peak of RF absorption that is proportional
to the imaginary magnetic susceptibility which in turn is pro-
portional to the static magnetic susceptibility.
To implement the second method, a magnetic resonance
spectrometer operating on the basis of Q-meter at the fre-
quency 300MHz was used.34 The DC magnetic field depend-
ence of the absorption spectra is measured for magnetic field
orientation near the hard axis of magnetization. An external
DC magnetic field is varied in the range from 300Oe to
þ300Oe. The sharp increase of the absorption signal indi-
cates that DC magnetic field is equal to the value of the uni-
axial anisotropy field.
III. MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY IN MANGANITE FILMS
AND BICRYSTALS
A. Strain in manganite film
The interplane distance a? of the LSMO films taken
along the direction [001] LSMO and the lattice constant as
of the substrate were determined by using the X-ray diffrac-
tion technique. Figure 2 shows 2h-x scans in the vicinity of
the (002) reflections of LSMO film deposited on (001) LAO,
(110) NGO, and (001) STO substrates. It can be seen from
Fig. 2 that the interplane distance of the LSMO film a?
strongly depends on the substrate lattice parameter as. The
lattice constant a? (see inset Fig. 2) of LSMO film were
FIG. 1. (a) Schematic view of the bicrystal boundary (GB) in manganite thin
film (2) deposited on bicrystal substrate (1). The crystallographic directions
of bicrystal configuration for two parts of the (001) LSMO film are indicated
by arrows. The misorientation angles for RB and TB boundary are marked
by 2h0 and 2h, respectively. Angles and the direction of magnetic field H are
determined by the polar angle a and the azimuthal angle b. Axis x corre-
sponds to current flow direction and y is along the bicrystal boundary. (b) A
photo of a bicrystal junction connected with logoperiodic antenna.
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determined from the several (00 n) peaks (n¼ 1, 2, 3) of the
LSMO films and substrates. The intersection point of the
dependence a?(as), which is linear for small mismatch with
the straight line a?¼ as, gives us the lattice constant of
unstrained LSMO film aLSMO¼ 0.3876 0.014 nm. This
value coincides with the results obtained in Ref. 14 for poly-
crystalline samples. Consequently, we can conclude that our
manganite films are fully strained without any sign of relaxa-
tion within the experimental errors. These films are compres-
sively strained for the NGO and LAO substrates and tensely
strained for STO and LSAT substrates.
Table I presents the lattice parameters a? in the direc-
tion [001] LSMO films deposited onto NGO substrates in
which the (110) plane is tilted by the angles h1 from 0 to
25.7 around the [110] NGO direction. Rocking curve widths
Dx of LSMO films are also presented in Table I. The param-
eters of LSMO films deposited onto STO and LSAT
substrates are given for comparison.
The LSMO films grown on the tilted NGO substrates are
oriented with the same epitaxial relation (001) LSMO//(110)
NGO and [100] LSMO//[110] NGO. So for the film
deposited on tilted substrate LSMO film octahedral rotation
occurs. The lattice constant of the film a? is constant at
h1¼ 0 and h1¼ 6, then it increases to maximum at
h1¼ 11 to decrease slowly with increasing h1. Here, we
take these experimental results “as is” and leave its explana-
tion for the future. We do not think that any crystallographic
symmetry changes LSMO influences on the lattice constant
of the film.
B. Magnetic anisotropy
Now, we present our experimental results on magnetic
anisotropy of manganite films obtained by FMR spectroscopy
at the room temperature. It is interesting to note that we have
found a biaxial magnetic anisotropy induced by the cubic
structure of LSMO in all films under study. Figure 3 shows
an example of the angular dependence of the resonance field
of the FMR line H0 that was measured at frequency of 9.61
GHz for LSMO films deposited on NGO, LSAT, and STO
substrates. It should be noted the minimum of the resonance
field corresponds to the DC magnetic field direction along the
easy axis. Angle of rotation u was measured from the [110]
NGO direction, which was detected as a magnetization easy
axis of the LSMO film,15 and u¼p/2 – a (see Fig. 1(a) for
TB-boundary only). It is clearly seen that the contribution of
uniaxial anisotropy in the case of LSMO/NGO film (see
circles in Fig. 3) is substantially larger than the contribution
of the cubic anisotropy which is clearly seen for LSMO/
LSAT film. For LSMO/NGO film, angles of 0 and 180
correspond to the easy axis and angles of 90 and 270 corre-
spond to the hard axis. For LSMO/STO film, a uniaxial ani-
sotropy is not so pronounced (see Fig. 3); nevertheless, detail
analysis of the experimental data shows its presence in the
films.31 The angle dependences for LSMO/LSAT and
LSMO/STO films were fitted by a horizontal displacement
for a convenient comparison with LSMO/NGO data.
Table II gives the parameters for the seven different tilt
angles of LSMO/NGO films that were obtained from analysis
of the FMR angular experiments by using Eq. (1). Our
experimental data of the angle dependences were fitted by
Eq. (1) with the five fitting parameters: M0, Hu, Hc, uu, and
uc. It should be noted that the high sensitivity of ESR spec-
trometer allows us to determine all these five parameters of
FIG. 2. X-ray diffraction patterns (measured in the 2h/x scan mode, log
scale on intensity) of the LSMO films deposited onto LAO, NGO, and STO
substrates. The dashed line indicates the position of the hypothetical reflec-
tion for bulk (002) LSMO.14 Inset: the dependence of interplane distance of
LSMO films a? (triangular) on as is shown. Solid line is the dependence of
a?¼ as, which is true for unstrained cubic lattice.
TABLE I. Lattice constant and rocking curve widths for LSMO films depos-
ited on NGO substrate with varying miscut from the (110) plane.
Substrate orientationa h1 (deg)
b a? (nm)
c Dx (deg)d
(110)NGO 0 0.3904 0.037
(450)NGO 6 0.3904 0.04
(230)NGO 10.9 0.3916 0.08
(120)NGO 18.7 0.3913 0.05
(130)NGO 25.7 0.3912 0.08
(001)STO 0 0.3845 0.014
(001)LSAT 0 0.3875 0.06
aSubstrate orientation is nearest crystallographic plane for given miscut
angle from the plane (110).
bh1 is the miscut angle.
ca? is the lattice parameters in c-direction.
dDx is the FWHM of rocking curve. Parameters for the films deposited on
(001) STO and (001) LSAT substrates are shown for comparison.
FIG. 3. Angular dependences of the FMR field H0 for (001) LSMO film in
LSMO/LSAT, LSMO/NGO, and LSMO/STO measured at frequency of 9.61
GHz and T¼ 300K. Here, symbols are experimental data and solid lines are
the calculation using Eq. (1).
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magnetic anisotropy with accuracy to within a few percent. It
is seen from Table II that all films deposited on NGO sub-
strate have biaxial anisotropy induced by the cubic structure
of LSMO. At room temperature, this anisotropy is at least one
order of magnitude lower than the uniaxial anisotropy induced
by the strain. The angles between the easy axes of these two
types of anisotropy Duc are close to 45 for all samples.
Figure 4 shows the experimental values of uniaxial
anisotropy constant Ku for LSMO films with various (110)
NGO plane tilt angles h1. The anisotropy constants were
calculated using Ku¼HuM0/2, where the values of Hu were
determined independently from the two types of experi-
ments: measurements of the angular dependences of FMR
spectra at a frequency of 9.61 GHz and the angular depend-
ence of the absorption spectra at a frequency of 290.6 MHz.
Let us consider how the film anisotropy is related to the
additional mechanical strains induced by the tilting of (110)
NGO plane. We can write the following expression for the
free energy density of a ferromagnetic sample without taking
into account the formation of a domain structure at a tilted
epitaxial film growth plane and assuming nothing about the
character anisotropy:35
F ¼ ðM HÞ þ 1
2
ðM  N^ MÞ þ Fmc: (2)
Here, the first term describes the Zeeman energy, the second
term describes the anisotropy energy with demagnetizing
tensor N^ , and the last term describes magnetocrystalline
energy.
If taking into account only second order magnetocrystal-
line energy terms (it is valid only for predominant uniaxial
anisotropy), the expression for Fmc can be written in the fol-
lowing general form:
Fmc ¼ Kx0  cos2 ax0 þ Ky0  cos2 ay0 þ Kz0  cos2 az0 ; (3)
where Kx0, Ky0, and Kz0 are magnetocrystalline anisotropy
constants and cos ax0, cos ay0, and cos az0 are the direction
cosines of the magnetization vector with respect to the crys-
tallographic axes of the film. If the crystal structure is tilted
to an angle h1 around axis x (see Fig. 1(a) for TB only) with
respect to the film surface, Eq. (3) will be transformed and in
coordinate system (x,y,z) related to the film plane will be
take the form
F¼ðM HÞþfKy0 Kx0 þ ðKx0 Kz0 Þsin2 h1gcos2 a; (4)
which is equivalent to the case of a uniaxial magnetic anisot-
ropy with the anisotropy constant
Ku ¼ Ky0  Kx0 þ ðKx0  Kz0 Þsin2 h1: (5)
Here, we note that this expression describes the experimental
data well for the angular dependence of the anisotropy of Fe
films deposited onto silver substrates having various tilt
angles.36,37
Dashed line in Fig. 4 connects the data points (solid
circles) that were calculated using Eqs. (4) and (5) with three
fitting parameters, Kx0, Ky0, and Kz0. The values of these ani-
sotropy constants are strongly dependent on strain emerged
for corresponding directions. While the strains along x0 and
y0 axes for small miscut angles are mainly fixed by substrate-
film lattice mismatch, the strain along z0 axis can be varied
due to relaxation or surface morphology. Therefore, we
assumed that anisotropy constants Kx0 and Ky0 are independ-
ent of the angle h1 and that constant Kz0 is proportional to the
crystalline strain along the [001] LSMO direction. The strain
was determined as the difference between the experimental
values of a?, taken from Table I, and the lattice parameter of
LSMO in the pseudocubic approximation (aL¼ 0.3876 nm
Ref. 3). It is seen that the dashed line in Fig. 4 describes the
experimental points well enough; hence, we believe that ana-
lytical expressions (4) and (5) satisfactorily describe the real
situation. Remarkably, the magnetic measurements unex-
pectedly have shown that Ku(6
) > Ku(10.9) and the calcu-
lations by Eq. (5) have repeated the same behaviour in spite
Ku measurements and calculations by Eq. (5) rely on differ-
ent measurement techniques.
C. Magnetic anisotropy in bicrystal junctions
The crystallographic misorientation of two parts of
bicrystal substrate causes a change in the direction of the
easy magnetization axis. The angular dependence of the FMR
spectra strictly indicates the magnetic easy axis orientation
TABLE II. Parameters of magnetic anisotropy for LSMO films deposited on
NGO substrate with varying miscut from the (110) plane.
h1 (deg)
a Hu (Oe)
b Hc (Oe)
c Duc (deg)
d Ku (kErg/cm
3)e Kc (kErg/cm
3)e
0 105 13.6 45.7 17.5 2.25
6.0 153 14 42.5 21.4 1.96
6.5 125 10.4 45.6 11.1 0.93
11 86 6.7 45 10.9 0.85
18.7 122 15 46 13.8 1.70
21 158 14.9 43.6 23.2 2.20
25.7 197 20 43.6 31.7 3.22
ah1 is the miscut angle.
bHu is the uniaxial anisotropy field.
cHc is the cubic anisotropy field.
dDuc is the angle between easy axes for cubic and uniaxial anisotropy.
eKu and Kc are the constants of uniaxial and cubic anisotropy, respectively.
FIG. 4. The dependence of uniaxial anisotropy constant on the tilt angle of
the (110)NGO substrate plane: open circles are FMR data at a frequency of
9.61 GHz and triangular are microwave absorption data at a frequency
of 290.6 MHz. Dashed line connects small solid circles calculated using
Eqs. (4) and (5) with the parameters taken from Table II.
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for the epitaxial films. Films with the bridges have the parts
with different forms (see Fig. 1(b)). This is the reason of aris-
ing of additional resonance lines. Nevertheless, it is always
possible to identify the main doublet of lines and to trace their
evolution during the rotation of the sample.
Fig. 5 shows an example of the angular dependence of
FMR resonance field lines position corresponding to the two
parts of the LSMO film separated by a 90 RB-boundary.
First, we note the dominant contribution of the uniaxial mag-
netic anisotropy over the cubic one, typical for LSMO/NGO
(see part 2 and Refs. 7, 15, 30, and 38). For certain angle
value, the experimental points are unavailable due to loss of
second resonance line in the spectrum. We can conclude that
the easy axes of magnetization of the film on each side of the
bicrystal boundary are turned to each other by the angle of
approximately 90, the same as the angle of crystallographic
misorientation.
Figure 6 shows the angular dependence of the absorption
signal of the electromagnetic radiation at the room
temperature at the frequency of 290.6 MHz for the RB-type
LSMO boundary with 2h0 ¼ 90. For simplicity, only the pos-
itive range of the external magnetic field is shown in Fig. 6.
The change of the magnetic field to the opposite direction
leads to the similar dependence. The narrow absorption lines
recorded by this method are more reliable as compared to
FMR and give possibility to detect the signals from the two
parts of bicrystal boundary separately, whereas FMR method
is unusable. This is particularly important for small misorien-
tation angles of crystallographic axes, when the relatively
large width of the FMR signals does not allow resolving the
resonance lines from the two parts of the film.
It is can be clearly seen from Fig. 6 that there are two sets
of absorption lines, which are attributed to the two parts of the
bicrystal boundary. The first has a maximum at Hdc¼ 87Oe
and the second at Hdc¼ 114Oe. As noted above, these angles
indicate the direction of the hard axes. The magnetic field
values corresponding to the absorption maxima are equal to
the uniaxial anisotropy fields. Using the fact that the hard and
the easy axes of magnetization in a uniaxial ferromagnetic are
perpendicular to each other, both measurement procedures
provided the similar values for the parameters of the magnetic
anisotropy in the bicrystal sample under study (see Table III).
The presence in samples of the cubic magnetic anisotropy
shifts the real peaks from the Hu value in the second method
that is the result of the numeric calculations. However, for
films grown on NGO substrates, this shift is negligible, and it
is easily taken into account in the calculations of magnetic pa-
rameters from the experimental data. It should be noted that
the peak of susceptibility disappears in the second method if
Hc is about or more of Hu.
Previous magnetic measurements29–31 showed that the
easy axis of the LSMO film deposited on (110) NGO coin-
cides with the direction [110] NGO. As a result, for the RB-
boundaries with the misorientation angle for the directions
[110] NGO 2h0 ¼ 90, the misorientation of the easy axis is
equal to 89–92. As for TB-boundary which fabricates by
rotation of (110) NGO plane around [110] NGO, the easy
axes have to hold its directions. Nevertheless, we recorded
the small deflection (about 1) from the boundary direction
that could be explained by the small crystal misorientation
during bicrystal substrate fabrication.
FIG. 5. The angular dependence of FMR resonance magnetic field for two
lines observed in LSMO RB-boundary with misorientation angle 2h0 ¼ 90
at T¼ 300K. Easy axis orientation for one part of bicrystal film corresponds
to angles u  60/240 (circles) and u  150/330 for other part (squares).
The DC magnetic field is along of RB-boundary at u¼ 90.
FIG. 6. Magnetic field dependence of the absorption signals at 290.6MHz
for the RB-boundary with misorientation angle of 2h0 ¼ 90 for different
values of the angle a between the external magnetic field and the axis x,
T¼ 300K. The angular dependence of the absorption maximum (amplitude
of the resonance signal) close the angle a¼ 144 is shown in the inset.
TABLE III. Magnetic anisotropy of LSMO bicrystal junctions for
T¼ 300K.
Structure type
2h
(deg)a
2h0
(deg)b
Hu1/Hu2
(Oe)c
aeasy1/aeasy2
(deg)d
ahard1/ahard2
(deg)e
Da
(deg)f
RB-boundary 0 90 123/98.4 53.8/37.6 146.4/54.3 91.7
TB-junction 12 0 90/137 - 89.4/90.6 1.2
RB-junction 0 90 154/248 48.7/40.9 47.4/44.0 90.5
a2h is the misorientation angle of the (001) LSMO/(110) NGO planes.
b2h0 is the misorientation angle of [100] LSMO/[110] NGO directions.
cHu1,u2 are the magnetic anisotropy fields for the two parts of the bicrystal
junction.
daeasy1,easy2 are the angles for the easy axis determined by FMR technique
for the two parts of the bicrystal junction.
eahard1,hard2 are the angles for the hard axis obtained from microwave absorp-
tion technique at 300 MHz for the two parts of the bicrystal junction.
fDa is the total relative angle of the in-plane magnetizations of the two parts
of the bicrystal junction.
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IV. MAGNETORESISTANCE OF BICRYSTAL
JUNCTIONS
A. Temperature dependence of resistance
Figure 7 shows the temperature dependence of the
resistance of LCMO and LSMO TB-junctions obtained in
the absence of an external magnetic field. The transition
from the paramagnetic to the ferromagnetic state of mangan-
ites near the Curie temperature TC usually is accompanied by
an insulator-metal transition, which manifests itself as a peak
(or change curvature) in the temperature dependence of the
resistance at TP. TP is usually a few degrees below TC.
1,29
The Curie temperature for bulk single-crystal and epitaxial
films are equal to TC  250 K and TC  350K for LCMO
and LSMO, respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 7, for the
bicrystal junctions we have TP¼ 200K and TP > 300K for
LCMO and LSMO TB-junctions, respectively. But an addi-
tional peak in R(T) for LCMO TB-junction at T¼ 130K is
observed. A comparison of the temperature dependence of
the resistance of the TB-junction with the same size LCMO
film bridge without boundary shows that the peak of resist-
ance near 130K is related to the TB-boundary. This indicates
the presence of some part of the film with low Tp, whereas
the main part of the films forming the TB-junction has a
peak at TP¼ 200 K.9,28 The presence of such an interfacial
ferromagnetic layer with a lower TC layer is likely due to
strong depletion of charge carriers in the boundary region as
has been previously reported.39 There is no clear evidence of
any other peak in the R(T) dependence for LSMO bicrystal
junctions which indicates negligible contribution of the inter-
face layer with depressed ferromagnetism near the bicrystal
boundary on the overall resistance. However, it should be
noted that the detailed measurements of the temperature de-
pendence of resistance in bicrystal junctions on STO carried
out in Ref. 24 showed the presence of a boundary layer in
LSMO interface with lowered value of the Curie temperature
(TP 250 K). The characteristic resistance of LCMO TB-
junction was RA¼ 3106 Xcm2 (R and A are resistance and
cross-sectional area of bicrystal junction, respectively) at
T¼ 4.2 K. This indicates that the bicrystal boundary in addi-
tion to ferromagnetic layer with suppressed TC also forms a
potential barrier and transparency of this barrier can be
roughly estimated as 103-104. The lower characteristic
resistance of the LSMO junctions compared to LCMO indi-
cates that the potential barrier layer has a higher transpar-
ency than in the LSMO junctions.
B. Magnetoresistance of bicrystal junctions
Magnetoresistance of the LSMO TB-junction measured
at four different temperatures is shown in Fig. 8. The figure
demonstrates that the dependencies of magnetoresistance
have prominent hysteresis loops, and at higher fields, the
resistance decreases with increasing external magnetic field.
The high-field part of the magnetoresistance in manganites
is usually considered to be due to the effect of CMR and
its contribution decreases with decreasing temperature.
Contribution of anisotropic magnetoresistance also should be
taken into account.40
Typically, the magnetoresistance for the junctions is
defined as MR¼ (Rmax  R0)/R0, where Rmax is the maxi-
mum resistance that usually correspond to antiparallel orien-
tation of the magnetizations and R0 is the junction resistance
at H¼ 0 Oe.40 Since in our case the resistance of the junction
at zero field is quite high and obviously does not correspond
to parallel orientation of magnetizations in the junction, the
above definition would be lacking of informativity and not
reflect the real situation with magnetoresistance behaviour.
The presence of domain wall is not excluded also. In this pa-
per, as a measure of the magnetoresistance, the following
expression was chosen MR0 ¼ (Rmax  RH)/RH, where RH is
junction resistance at H¼ 0.75 kOe, where the magnetic hys-
teresis of R(H) is disappeared at helium temperatures.
Figure 9 shows the dependence of MR0 on temperature,
which in contrast to the MR (T) (see inset Fig. 9), increases
monotonically with decreasing temperature. In our definition
of the magnetoresistance, the contribution of the CMR will
be also included, but it can be neglected at such small mag-
netic fields especially at low temperatures.
FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the resistances for LSMO RB-junction
(2h0 ¼ 90) (solid line) and LCMO (2h¼ 28) TB-junction (dashed line).
The measurements were carried out at zero external field.
FIG. 8. Magnetoresistance of LSMO TB-junction with misorientation angle
2h¼ 38 normalized on the resistance at H¼ 750 Oe (RH) taken at four tem-
peratures. Two curves for fixed temperature correspond to increasing and
decreasing magnetic field. Magnetic field direction is determined by the
angles a¼ 45, b¼ 90 (see Fig. 1).
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To estimate the contribution of spin-polarized carriers to
the bicrystal junction conductivity, we used the approach
proposed in Refs. 41 and 42. We consider the conductance
of spin-polarized carriers between two ferromagnetic sepa-
rated by a tunneling barrier. It is necessary to take into
account that the magnetization on both sides of bicrystal
junction that are directed at different angles a1 and a2 with
respect to the boundary. An expression for the spin-
dependant part of conductivity Gsp in the situation is as
follows:41–44
Gsp ¼ G0sp½1þ P2cosða1  a2Þ: (6)
Here, G0sp is the conductivity at a1 – a2¼p/2 and P is the
polarization of the spins. Taking into account the contribu-
tion to the conductivity of non-polarized carriers Gns, we can
write the expression for the resistance of the bicrystal junc-
tion as follows:43,44
R ¼ 1
Gsp þ Gns ¼
Rsp
1þ P2cosða1  a2Þ þ g ; (7)
where Rsp ¼ 1=G0sp and g ¼ Gns=G0sp.
Our measurements of TB-junctions by the methods
based on resonant absorption of electromagnetic radiation
showed that misorientation of easy axes of the two parts of
the junction is quite small (see Table III). For a rough esti-
mate of MR0, we assume that the point where magnetoresist-
ance reaches its maximum corresponds to antiparallel
orientation of magnetizations M1 and M2 (see Eq. (7)). It is
possible when the magnitude of external magnetic field is
between two values of Hu for two parts of the junction
(Table III). For sufficiently large values of the external mag-
netic field, the magnetizations are parallel to each other and
directed along the external field. It should be noted that the
angle between M1 and M2 may differ slightly from 180
, but
we suppose this difference is small enough. We also assume
P¼ 100% at low T that was confirmed by experiments and
theoretical estimations (see reviews Refs. 1–5) and the
measurements.43–45 The above presentation of magnetic
junction resistance allows us to estimate the ratio between
conductances of spin-polarized and non-polarized carriers.
Using Eq. (7), the maximum magnetoresistance is equal to
Rmax ¼ Rsp=ð1 P2 þ gÞ). For large fields, when the mag-
netizations of M1 and M2 are parallel, the magnetoresistance
is equal to RH ¼ Rsp=ð1þ P2 þ gÞ.
We estimate g from MR0
MR0 ¼ ðRmax  RHÞ=RH ¼ 2P2=ð1 P2 þ gÞ: (8)
Substituting P¼ 1 in Eq. (8), which is corresponding to
100% magnetic polarization, we obtain
MR0 ¼ 2=g: (9)
From the data presented in Figure 9, we obtain g ¼ 5:860:4.
Consequently, the measured DC conductivity of the junction
at small magnetic field is mainly determined by the transfer
of non-polarized carriers. The temperature dependence of
the polarization has a power-law form43,45
PðTÞ ¼ P0ð1 eT3=2Þ: (10)
Substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (8) and fitting with experiment,
we get e¼ 2104 K3/2. The obtained value of e is in the
order of magnitude equal to those obtained by using photo-
emission spectroscopy of free surface of the LSMO films
e¼ 4104 K3/2.45 But it is almost one order of magnitude
higher than for magnetic tunnel structures based on the
LSMO films with STO tunnel barrier (e¼ 4105 K3/2).45,46
We note that TB-junctions with a smaller angle misorienta-
tion (2h ¼ 12) show smaller value of the magnetoresistance
(by a few percent) and a reduced characteristic resistance
RA. As a consequence, we conclude that the portion of non-
polarized carriers determining the junction resistance
increases with decreasing of misorientation angle. Note that
the magnetoresistance is considerably higher in the LCMO
TB-junctions, where there is a transition layer with a lower
Curie temperature in vicinity of bicrystal boundary and the
characteristic boundary resistance is greater than for LSMO
bicrystal junction.28 But we do not think that the suppression
of TC is the reason for the resistance variation.
C. DC voltage dependence of the conductivity
To study the mechanism of charge and spin transport,
the conductivity of the TB-junctions as function of the DC
applied voltage was measured in a temperature range from
4.2 to 300 K. Electron transport has been described by the
mechanism of elastic tunneling through a rectangular bar-
rier.47,48 In this model, the dependence of the junction resist-
ance on the magnetic field is absent, and the change in the
junction conductivity occurs due to the variation of the bar-
rier shape in the presence of voltage on the junction. Voltage
dependence has the following form: GðVÞ ¼ G0 þ G2jV2j,
where of G0  G2jV2j. But this model is not applicable
here since the G(V) measured for bicrystal junction does not
follow the law of V2 in full range of V.
A further development of the previously described
model takes into account the presence in the vicinity of the
bicrystal boundary of the interface layers with specific
FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of the magnetoresistance MR0 (filled
squares) for LSMO TB-junction. The dashed line represents the calculated
temperature dependence of MR0 by Eqs. (8) and (10). The dependence of
MR on temperature for the same junction (2h¼ 38) is given in the inset.
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electrophysical characteristics. The properties of this inter-
face layer differ significantly from the properties of the elec-
trodes due to additional scattering centers and the shorter
mean free path. The clearest evidence for the existence of
the interface layer with different characteristic properties is
observed in the LCMO RB-junctions.28 In the layer with
short mean free path, the electron–electron (e-e) interaction
may increase due to the weak localization effect.49,50 In our
case, strong e-e interaction is a particular characteristic of
manganites1 leading to a conductance of the form:
GðV; TÞ ¼ G0 þG0:5jV0:5j. The G0 could depend on H due
to the quantum corrections in conductivity of the layer in
nonmagnetic material.49,50 The term G0.5 |V
0.5| decreases rap-
idly with increasing temperature as observed in the disor-
dered metal oxides50 at temperatures up to 10 K. Indeed, in
our experiment at low temperatures (T < 18 K), we can
clearly distinguish a contribution proportional to V0.5 in G(V)
(see Fig. 10). The conductivity mechanism for the junction
containing localized states in the barrier was considered by
Glazman and Matveev51 and predicts the temperature de-
pendence of G(T) 	 T4/3, which in our case was not
observed.
In Refs. 52 and 53, the scattering of carriers on magnetic
excitations is considered, which leads to a non-linear voltage
dependence of the conductivity. The model of scattering
of spin-polarized carriers54 suggests the dependence of GðVÞ
¼ G0 þ G2jV2j þ G3=2jV3=2j for the conductivity of the
magnetic junction. The term G2 |V
2| reflects the influence of
bulk magnons and G3/2|V
3/2| of surface antiferromagnetic
magnons. By comparing our experimental data for G (V)
(see Fig. 10) with this model, we conclude that in the range
of high temperatures (T 
 64 K) the influence on spin-
scattering mechanism of surface antiferromagnetic magnons
is dominant over bulk magnons.
Consequently, our analysis of the voltage dependence of
the conductivity of the bicrystal junctions shows that two
scattering mechanisms are important: the electron-electron
interaction at low temperatures suggesting the presence of
interface layers at the bicrystal boundary and the scattering
of spin-polarized carriers by antiferromagnetic magnons at
higher temperatures.54 The increase in the magnetoresistance
with decreasing temperature occurs due to both the increase
of the magnetic polarization and weakening of the spin scat-
tering mechanism.
V. CONCLUSION
Microwave resonance methods based on FMR technique
and RF absorption in the vicinity of uniaxial magnetic
anisotropy field were used for investigation of magnetic
anisotropy in epitaxial LSMO films and bicrystal junctions.
The weak orthorhombicity of the NGO substrate leads to a
domination of uniaxial magnetic anisotropy in the substrate
surface plane. Measurements of the angular dependence of
the ferromagnetic resonance magnetic field in the bicrystal
junctions showed the presence of two ferromagnetic subsys-
tems. For bicrystal boundaries with the basal plane rotation
around normal to the substrate plane (RB-junction), the
angles between the magnetic easy axes coincide with the
crystallographic misorientation angles. On the other hand for
bicrystal boundaries with the basal plane rotation around the
bicrystal boundary line (TB-junction), the direction of the
easy axes of magnetization were found along the bicrystal
boundary. The magnetization misorientation practically did
not depend on the angle of the crystallographic planes misor-
ientation. The magnitude of the magnetoresistance (MR0) for
TB-junctions increases with decreasing temperature, but
even at T¼ 4.2 K, when the polarization of the LSMO films
is supposed to be closed to 100%, MR0 is only 30%. We
showed that the low value of the magnetoresistance for the
LSMO bicrystal junctions can be caused by two spin-flip
scattering mechanisms: the strong electron-electron interac-
tions in a disordered interface layer at the bicrystal boundary
at low temperatures and the scattering by anti ferromagnetic
magnons at high temperatures.
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